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ABSTRACT
Large-scale applications require the efficient exchange of data
across their distributed components, including data from
heterogeneous sources and to widely varying clients. Inher-
ent to such data exchanges are (1) discrepancies among the
data representations used by sources, clients, or intermedi-
ate application components (e.g., due to natural mismatches
or due to dynamic component evolution), and (2) require-
ments to route, combine, or otherwise manipulate data as
it is being transferred. As a result, there is an ever growing
need for data conversion services, handled by stubs in appli-
cation servers, by middleware or messaging services, by the
operating system, or by the network. This paper’s goal is
to demonstrate and evaluate the ability of modern network
processors to efficiently address data compatibility issues,
when data is ‘in transit’ between application-level services.
Toward this end, we present the design and implementa-
tion of a network-level execution environment that permits
systems to dynamically deploy and configure application-
level data conversion services ‘into’ the network infrastruc-
ture. Experimental results obtained with a prototype im-
plementation on Intel’s IXP2400 network processors include
measurements of XML-like data format conversions imple-
mented with efficient binary data formats.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.1 [Input/Output and Data Communications]: Data
Communication Devices—Processors; C.2 [Computer-Com-
munication Networks]: Distributed Systems

General Terms
Design, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale applications depend upon the efficient exchange

of data among their distributed application components, in-
cluding the receipt of data from heterogeneous sources and
the transfer of data to clients ranging from high end server
systems to embedded devices. Inherent to such data ex-
changes are (1) discrepancies among the data representa-
tions used by sources, clients, or intermediate application
components (e.g., due to natural mismatches or due to dy-
namic component evolution), and (2) requirements to route,
combine, or otherwise manipulate data as it is being trans-
ferred. As a result, there is an ever growing need for data
conversion services, implemented by code running in appli-
cation servers [25, 33], by middleware [7] or messaging sys-
tems [1], by the operating system, or by the network.

The approach of our research is to manipulate data while
it is ‘in transit’ between distributed application-level ser-
vices, morphing the data from forms used by senders to
the forms required by recipients. The specific goal is to
provide efficient data compatibility – data morphing – ser-
vices for interactive or transactional applications, includ-
ing real-time collaboration in the scientific domain [33] and
the operational information systems (OIS) used by corpora-
tions [21]. Such applications routinely differentiate between
external vs. internal data representations, and it is com-
mon to have differences in data formats in their continuous
interactions with external partners or entities performed as
part of distributed workflows. For instance, in the airline
OIS we have been studying [14], data is represented differ-
ently at sources like the FAA vs. ticketing agents, internally
within the company’s OIS, or when exchanged with exter-
nal clients like caterers. In addition, data merging occurs
when responses to clients’ reservation requests are combined
with advertisements like those generated by DoubleClick for
client-customized marketing. Further, in all such cases, ap-
plications evolve over time, with different subsystems evolv-
ing independently of one another, again causing issues with
data compatibility.

Our approach to morphing data while it is ‘in transit’
between senders and recipients is motivated by multiple
facts. First, modern network processors have reached the



maturity and computational power that has made it pos-
sible to perform application-specific operations on data as
it moves across the distributed overlays used by applica-
tions [30, 34, 15]. In [12], for example, an Intel IXP 1200 is
shown capable of executing low-level business rules at link
speeds. Second, by manipulating data ‘in transit’, unnec-
essary memory or storage actions are avoided, permitting
applications to focus on the data they actually and cur-
rently need instead of mining substantial data volumes in
secondary stores. Third, particularly for operational appli-
cations like those considered in our work, it is not just raw
performance like throughput, but also delay and predictabil-
ity in terms of end-to-end delay that determine the quality of
ongoing data transfers, to maintain contractual SLAs (Ser-
vice Level Agreements) [19] or certain levels of QoS (Quality
of Service). By combining data transport with data morph-
ing, items of interest can be extracted from data with small
delays, and such extractions can be done more predictably
(in terms of delay) compared to similar actions performed by
application-level overlays, the latter being subject to pertur-
bation by changes in system loads. Third, ‘in transit’ data
morphing can reduce loads on server systems and sometimes,
on the network itself, by delivering exactly the data needed
by end hosts in precisely the forms in which they require
it. Results presented in [32], for instance, show manifold
reductions in data volume when server systems customize
data on a per-client basis. ‘In-transit’ data morphing can
have the same effects, while also avoiding some of the undue
server loads implied by dynamic data customization [28].

The specific objective of this paper is to explore the degree
to which modern communication subsystems can provide ef-
ficient data morphing services. We focus on the execution of
data compatibility services in programmable engines like In-
tel’s IXP line of NPs (Network Processors). Services are run
entirely on the NP, operating on packet streams of applica-
tion data in one representation and translating them into dif-
ferent destination-specific representations, or they are per-
formed jointly with the hosts to which NPs are attached.
The latter case emulates the capabilities of future hetero-
geneous multi-core machines [8], in our case comprised of a
general computational engines connected with a dedicated
link (i.e., PCI bus) with the communications cores resident
in the IXP NP.

Our technical contributions toward ‘in transit’ data mor-
phing services are as follows. First, we develop an execu-
tion environment that permits applications, through middle-
ware, to dynamically deploy ‘chains’ of application-specific
data handlers onto network processors that execute them.
The paper discusses the basic mechanisms required to pro-
vide such functionality, specifically focusing on compatibility
services. Second, a prototype implementation of this envi-
ronment uses Intel’s IXP2400 network processor, both as a
standalone data morphing engine and/or as a programmable
network processor attached to a standard host, the latter
emulating future multi-core machines. Third, experimental
results attained on these platforms demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of executing morphing services on networking platforms,
including chained format translations, as well as generating
new data by merging inputs from multiple sources.

The remainder of this paper first provides background on
existing approaches to enable application-specific services
on programmable network devices (see Section 2). Section 3
describes in greater detail applications heavily dependent on

efficient data compatibility services, current approaches to
providing such services, and requirements on efficient service
provision on programmable communication systems. The
design of the proposed execution environment appears in
Section 4, and experimental evaluations of the environment
are described in Section 5. Concluding remarks and future
directions appear in Section 6.

2. APPLICATION-LEVEL SERVICES ON
NETWORKING PLATFORMS

Recent technology advances in network and communica-
tion systems have enabled the creation of programmable net-
working platforms to which developers of network services
can deploy application-specific communication services. These
services address the requirements of large-scale applications
in the business, multimedia, and scientific domains, includ-
ing multicast solutions [5], voice and video over IP [24], QoS
for multimedia applications [15], security services [9, 22],
etc.

Specific platforms with which researchers have experimented
include network processors [13, 30, 34, 9], programmable
network interface cards (NICs) [34, 23], and intelligent line
cards [6]. Experimental results have demonstrated the util-
ity of executing various compositions of protocol- vs. appli-
cation-level actions in multiple processing contexts, specific
examples including splitting the TCP/IP protocol stack across
general purpose processors and dedicated network devices,
performing selected protocol functionality in FPGA-based
line card [6], using dedicated processors in SMP systems
to execute selected protocol functionality [26], or splitting
the application stack, as with content-based load balancing
for an http server [4] or for efficient implementation of me-
dia services [27]. Similarly, in modern interconnection tech-
nologies, network interfaces offer separate processing con-
text to enable protocol offload, direct data placement, and
OS-bypass [35, 29].

Our approach leverages the work reviewed above in adopt-
ing the attitude that modern network processors or inter-
faces are capable of sustaining high link rates while also ex-
ecuting rich functionality on messages while in transit. We
differ from prior work, however, in the degree to which appli-
cations can take advantage of network-level processing, our
approach being to utilize middleware as an arbiter between
applications and network. That is, middleware can inter-
act with the underlying system to dynamically place cer-
tain application actions ‘into’ the network subsystem, where
the network subsystem provides an execution framework for
running such middleware-level services. This paper focuses
on data compatibility services, outlining the network-level
execution framework and then exploring the opportunities
and limitations of morphing data ‘in transit’ in this con-
text, for modern network processors like Intel’s IXP 2400
programmable network router.

3. DATA COMPATIBILITY SERVICES –
NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS

The need for data compatibility – data morphing – ser-
vices has increased substantially during the last decade. There
are many reasons for this increase, including outsourcing
requiring corporations to tightly couple their internal with
external workflows across partners and subcontractors. An-
other reason is the increased componentization of business



processes or scientific applications to facilitate their develop-
ment and adaptation to new needs. One outcome of interest
to our work is the repeated and frequent need to adjust data
formats and layouts to internal data representations used by
different software components, both within single large-scale
applications and across multiple cooperating applications.
In the scientific domain, for instance, data translation is
routinely needed in the complex simulation systems [20] be-
ing constructed from multiple, domain-specific simulations
produced by different scientific sub-disciplines. Another out-
come relevant to our research is the plethora of both gen-
eral (e.g., based on XML schemas) and domain-specific data
formats used in commercial and research settings, which re-
quires dynamic format translation and puts increased pres-
sure on middleware or messaging systems to provide auto-
matic methods for morphing data to deal with dynamic data
or format evolution across complex distributed systems [1].

Requirements imposed on data morphing services are de-
rived from their inherently application- or domain-specific
nature. In contrast to network-level services like multicast,
data morphing services require (1) access to application-level
information that describes data formats and their layout in
message payloads and (2) the use of application-level code
modules – handlers – that implement data morphing actions.
The amounts of state needed to morph data depend upon
the sizes and complexities of data formats and the footprints
of the handlers applied to data messages.

Direct format translations may be described as fout =
h(fin), where handler state entirely depends upon the sizes
on the input and output formats involved. An example of
such a service evaluated in our work is the translation of
data from a company’s internal representation fin to a rep-
resentation that can be shared with an external party fout.
Data merging operations are described by fout = h(fini),
where fin-s are matched according to some data identifier
or field value (i.e., merge key), and where the amount of
state needed depends on the fan-in and the ‘merge window’.
Merging operations where inputs are more synchronous (i.e.,
data items related by the same key arrive closely together)
will need to store data for the duration of those short in-
tervals only, and therefore require less state. An example
of a merge operation considered in our work is the genera-
tion of client-personalized responses to reservation requests,
where the reservation response is merged with client-specific
advertisement generated by a service such as DoubleClick.
Finally, the state requirements of data splitting fouti =
hi(fin) operations depend upon their ability to reuse the
original data representation to create output data, as op-
posed to copying relevant input fields to create each of the
fout-s. Multicast can be considered as simple example of a
splitting service, where the contents of the network header
must be modified in a destination-specific manner [10].

The data morphing actions described above involve apply-
ing a single handler to a single or to multiple data streams.
More generally, data morphing will require the repeated
application of handlers to messages, resulting in handler
chains that perform certain translation actions. This paper
presents basic insights concerning handler chaining, with dif-
ferent length chains and differing amounts of state involved
in chain execution.

The remainder of this paper builds upon the straightfor-
ward model of handlers, handler state, and handler execu-
tion presented in this section. Our general goal is to method-

ically explore the abilities of modern network processors to
morph data with single or chained handlers. Our specific
goals are to evaluate certain capabilities of NPs, including
(1) the overheads of handlers that use general data formats
descriptions and can therefore, deal with a variety of data
formats received and sent by the NP vs. using handler code
that is specialized for individual data formats, (2) the effects
of format complexity and footprint size on handler perfor-
mance, and (3) the ways in which multiple inputs/outputs
and handler chaining affect the performance of stream pro-
cessing.

Finally, a wide range of traditional networking services,
such as NATs, protocol bridges, VoIP proxies, etc., also
belong to the class of data translation services. In these
cases, translation is primarily confined to the packet header,
(e.g., update destination address, construct protocol-specific
fields, etc.). Some of the requirements discussed in the fol-
lowing section can also apply to these classes of applications.

4. DATA TRANSLATION ENGINE

4.1 Enabling In-Transit Data Morphing
The following section discusses in greater detail the func-

tionality necessary for efficient, in-transit execution of data
morphing services. The objective is to identify the runtime
components needed to implement in-transit data morphing,
and to understand the handler chaining and state complex-
ities involved.

4.1.1 Representing Application-level Data
Unlike traditional implementations of network-centric ser-

vice on networking platforms, the ability to perform manip-
ulations of application-level data requires that we (1) con-
struct the application level message, and (2) apply process-
ing to it whenever all appropriate data components become
available. Therefore, we can no longer adopt the packet
pipeline model often used by network-centric applications.
Instead, we maintain application-level data as linked lists of
packet buffers, where packet data may be dispersed through-
out NP memory. Furthermore, data placement and data
morphing are tightly coupled. Contiguous placement typi-
cally implies simpler data morphing code but may also re-
quire additional data copying. Dispersed placement implies
more complex morphing code but avoids additional copies.
We next describe the packet buffer structures used in the ‘in
transit’ execution environment.

Because of the need to operate on variably sized portions
of application-level messages, receive side processing cannot
use a simple ring buffer structures to consecutively place
packets in NP memory. Instead, our implementation relies
on a freelist manager to identify memory into which packet
data can be placed. Sufficient protocol code is executed to
link each packet with the other packets belonging to the
same application-level message (i.e., a lookup operation is
performed on receipt to determine a packet’s appropriate
location in an application-level message). Pointers to mes-
sages currently under assembly are cashed into fast memory
shared across different receive processing contexts. Simi-
larly, the input to transmit side processing cannot simply
be a head/tail of a ring-buffer of pointers to packets, but
it is a two level ring of pointers to lists of packets. En-
queue/dequeue operations imply placement of single entries
into ring buffers, where each entry now points to a linked



list of packets. Inputs to any additional processing in the
‘pipeline’ are packet lists. Outputs may be the same list,
subsets of it, or they may require creation of new lists (whose
elements may be combinations of existing or newly created
packets). This implies that the freelist manager needs to
service requests from both receive side and intermediate pro-
cessing contexts.

4.1.2 Classification
The execution model described above requires repeated

lookups to run data-specific handlers on application mes-
sages: (1) to determine the location of the data packet-
list, (2) to determine the appropriate handler, or sequence
of handlers, as well as (3) to determine the next network
destination. Typical network services rely upon classifica-
tion based on network fields, such as source/destination IP
addresses, ports and protocol types. The data compatibil-
ity services addressed by our research require more flexible
classification criteria, as combinations of both network and
application-level fields. For the latter, we use ‘format identi-
fiers’, which uniquely identify the binary formats describing
application-level message contents [7]. Format descriptors
permit us to write handler code that can be applied to mul-
tiple application-level messages that differ in format while
requiring the same processing actions.

4.1.3 Handler Chaining
In order to enable to coexistence of data services that op-

erate on different versions of the same data, or to give differ-
ent contexts their own views of the same data, applications
depend upon the ability to incrementally apply data trans-
lations from some original to some target representation.
This process may use multiple intermediate representations,
which are artifacts of the translation process, but are not
otherwise important. For instance, to convert a passenger
record from one containing SSNs and other private infor-
mation to an indication of passenger meal preferences, one
step may strip SSNs and similar private data, and a second
step may compute composite records indicating flight meal
preferences.

Any such sequence of incremental data translations can
be implemented as a chain of handlers. A data translation
engine, therefore, must be able to push data through a se-
ries of handlers. That is, it must support multiple execution
contexts where handlers can be deployed and executed, and
it must provide communication channels between such con-
texts.

4.1.4 Data Merging
As explained in Section 3, data morphing services often

imply that new data formats are generated by merging data
inputs from multiple independent sources. The resulting
format may be a simple union of all fields (and content) of
the input data items, or it may be produced as a function
over all/some of their fields (e.g., arithmetic function such
as sum, average, max, or a more complex select operation).
Merging criteria may be expressed with temporal conditions,
e.g., within every 5sec produce one output consisting of av-
erages of recent temperature and pressure values [18]. In
this case, the functionality required is the ability to main-
tain ‘windows’ of data items from each stream, so as to be
able to produce the most recent composite value with the
specified period.

A second class of merging operations may require that
data is merged only if selected data identifying fields in each
of the corresponding events match. For instance, in the
airline example, a response from the airline business system
is generated for a specific transaction, only after passenger
profile content has been received from a separate subsystem.
In this case, the data translation engine must have efficient
lookup capabilities based on application-specific parameters
like transaction identifiers.

4.1.5 Data Splitting
The performance of data splitting services is highly de-

pendent upon their ability to reuse the original data repre-
sentation to create the desired output data. This approach
minimizes the state requirements imposed by the splitting
service, and improves performance by avoiding costly data
copying operations. Select classes of splitting services can
benefit from the availability of a feedback mechanism which
signals that shared portions of the data have been safely
copied or transmitted, thereby avoiding copying of the entire
data item, and yet maximizing the overlap of data modifi-
cation and data transmission. Our group already deployed
this mechanism for obtaining an efficient implementation of
a destination-customized multicast.

4.1.6 Reconfiguration
The final set of requirements on efficient execution engines

for application-level message handling concerns runtime re-
configuration. This is necessary to deal with runtime evo-
lution of data formats or data services, which may be dealt
with by dynamically modifying, reconfiguring, or deploying
message handlers.

4.2 Handler Execution Environment
In order to better describe how to execute data translation

services represented as chains of data handlers, we model the
environment in which data morphing handlers run as a ‘plat-
form overlay’ of execution contexts [11]. Execution contexts
may be provided by hardware (e.g., processors, coprocessors,
NICs) or by software (e.g., address spaces), and the set of
processing contexts involved in executing a chain of han-
dlers corresponds to multiple nodes in the platform overlay.
Building on existing research on structuring computational
paths as pipelines of elementary/basic operations [16, 31, 3],
data is received through one of the platform’s network in-
terfaces, or from application components executing on host
systems part of the platform via some system-level intercon-
nect (e.g., PCI). Similarly, data may be transmitted onto the
network, or it may be moved to the attached host systems’
memory. Our packet processing architecture therefore per-
mits packets to be processed in communication processors
like Intel’s IXP NPs and/or at communication end points,
where packets may be processed in NICs and/or by host
CPUs. In the latter case, the architecture simply assumes
that NICs perform sufficient protocol code to strip packets of
network headers, placing the application data contained in
packet payloads into memory accessible to application code
running on host CPUs.

Figure 1 represents a platform consisting of a general pur-
pose core (i.e., a host node) and an IXP2400 NP, attached to
it via the PCI interface. The processing contexts in this plat-
form correspond to the IXP microengines and host-resident
application components. Data items of format F1 traverse
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Figure 2: State maintained for each format
identifier. At a given context, the appropri-
ate handler is invoked. The handler uses the
provided state at state address in a handler-
specific manner. The output queue(s) is en-
coded via the output queue bitmap. The queue
uniquely identifies the next context in the plat-
form overlay where data with this format will
be processed.

contexts 0, 1, 10, and 8, i.e., the data path crosses the host-
IXP boundary, while data items of format F3 traverse con-
texts 0, 1, 5, and 8, i.e. the data path is fully contained on
the network processor.

The basic functionality of any engine executing data trans-
lation services is the delivery of data from sources to destina-
tions. Data morphing operations are executed jointly with
the data forwarding functionality. As a result, in the execu-
tion environment, we identify a core data path through the
overlay of processing contexts, from the context executing
receive-side protocol processing, to those that transmit data
(e.g., in Figure 1 all data items not belonging to formats
F1, F2, or F3 are processed on the default data path by
contexts 0 and 8). All other available processing contexts
may be included in the data path, to perform additional
data manipulations.

The context supported on the platform are interconnected
via shared memory queues. Our current implementation as-
sumes one input queue per context, which is shared for all
data types, however the architecture can be easily extended
to multiple input queues, where each queue may be asso-
ciated with different service requirements, for instance. At
each context data items the appropriate handler is applied
to the data, based on its format identifier.

The above execution environment relies on additional sup-
port components, which include:
• Resource Monitor – gathers information for the current

resource availability along data paths in the overlay;

• Handler Manager – responsible for managing the han-
dler representations for different contexts, their cur-
rent deployment, resource requirements and data for-
mat associations; and

• Control Manager – enables the (re-)configuration of
the datapaths through the platform overlay and the
exchange of relevant resource utilization information.

The implementation and functionality provided by these
support components is further discussed in [10, 17].

4.2.1 Data Paths Through the Platform
For each format, the datapath through the platform over-

lay is encoded in shared configuration state accessible to
all processing contexts. On the integrated host-IXP plat-
forms used in our work, this state is replicated across both
the IXP and the host, and the Control Manager ensures its
synchronized updates. For data of format F1, this state in-
cludes configuration states for each of the contexts traversed
by the data items. The configuration state consists of (1)
a translation action, (2) state address, and (3) forwarding
action. This state essentially enables the routing of the ap-
plication data through the format handlers deployed in the
platform overlay. Our current implementation uses network-
level information, such as source-destination address pairs,
or the address of single end point only (e.g., destination),
or the format identifiers of the PBIO [7] binary data encod-
ing, to distinguish between data flows. At each context, we
presently use the context identifier to access the appropriate
configuration state. However, a more scalable future imple-
mentation will simply pass the next-context state offset in
the enqueued data handle. The translation action refers to
the handler that can morph the data in a format recognized
by the destination (and the contexts where that handler is
currently deployed), or it simply indicates that the data is al-
ready in an acceptable format for further transmission. The
state address identifies a fixed-size memory buffer to be used
in a handler-specific manner (e.g., for counters, transient re-
sults, etc.). Handlers with large state requirements, such
as handlers implementing merge operations, which need to
maintain an entire window of data it their state, may request
additional (slower) memory from the runtime, and maintain
pointers to it in the preallocated state buffer. The forward-
ing action encodes the next context on the datapath through
the overlay, by specifying the corresponding data queues.

For pipeline-fashioned translations (i.e., where data un-
dergoes a series of transformations represented as a chain
of handlers before being forwarded to its destination), data
events are dispatched from the queues in a round robin man-
ner, and the appropriate handler is applied to them. On



multi-core platforms, such as the IXP2400 used in our work,
several possibilities exist regarding the mapping of format
handlers to processing contexts. Ideally, one or more pro-
cessing contexts are associated with a execution point in the
chain, and all contexts are capable of executing any of the
handlers. As a result, such an engine can benefit from hard-
ware supported optimized data paths on the platform, such
as next neighbor registers on the IXP2400, or fast shared
memory available between adjacent processing elements on
other network processing platforms [2]. Furthermore, the
availability of multiple parallel processing contexts at each
pipeline stage can be used to address variations in data pro-
cessing times.

However, in this case, the length of the permissible chain
length is fixed by the engine configuration. In addition,
each chain reconfiguration may trigger a sequence of recon-
figurations in order to match the new handler chain to the
hardware-supported pipeline. Finally, platform limitations
like the limited instruction store size per processing element
may prevent the deployment of all format handlers from a
chain stage at a processing context.

We use a more general approach, which permits arbitrary
assignments of handlers to processing contexts. The ap-
proach takes into account handler resource requirements, in
terms of instruction store, state, and computing cycles, and
it considers resource availabilities at contexts. The result-
ing execution environment is one that provides data paths
between all available contexts in the overlay, essentially by
enqueuing data to the appropriate input queue(s) for each
context. Whenever possible, the implementation of such
data paths should be built on top of hardware-supported fast
communication channels (e.g., utilizing the next neighbor
registers for communication between adjacent microengines
on the IXP2400). The data translation service may still be
represented as a pipeline of format handlers, but their map-
pings to the underlying platform resources create data paths
with arbitrary topologies. The Control Manager depicted
in Figure 1 ensures synchronized accesses to the commu-
nication channels between contexts, thereby facilitating all
intra-engine communication. For the classes of data morph-
ing services evaluated on the IXP2400 platform in Section 5,
we demonstrate that this approach still permits in-transit
execution of these services.

4.2.2 Memory Issues
In addition to control managers for coordinating handler

interactions, a data translation engine requires the ability
to manage underlying memory resources. Memory regions
are reserved for data handle queues, locks and mailboxes,
necessary for communication. Additional state is necessary
on a per format basis to maintain format-related state, such
as for the ‘routing tables’ through the engine’s contexts and
handlers. The remaining available memory is available for
storing data, both for received packets and for data gener-
ated by handlers. A freelist manager is used to manage this
memory.

For morphing services that require merging of data inputs
from multiple sources, one or more data items are temporar-
ily stored until all remaining components become available.
As a result, the runtime provides to such merging handlers
lookup mechanisms for querying and updating the availabil-
ity of all data components which are to be merged. This is
implemented through a collection of per format structures.

Chain length 0 1 2 3 4 5
Throughput 980 981 980 978 978 978
Latency 0 350 351 352 353 355

Table 1: Throughput (Mbps) and per-stage average
latency overhead (cycles) for rule chains of different
length.

For merging services like temporal joins, these structures
represent arrays of sizes dependent upon the time window re-
quirements. For services where data items are merged based
on unique keys, this key is used with hash tables to access
the data components. In the event of multi-level memory
hierarchy, these data structures should be implemented in
the fastest available shared memory, so as to minimize the
performance overheads. For the IXP2400-based implemen-
tation, we evaluated the possibility of placing such data in
on-chip scratch memory, as well as SRAM, and the associ-
ated size/performance trade-off [12].

4.2.3 Reconfiguration
To address runtime application changes, the execution en-

vironment must support mechanisms for extending the run-
time with new handlers, or modifying existing ones. Cur-
rently, we assume that such reconfigurations are application-
driven. That is, application end-points provide format han-
dlers either directly or in response to a request for such
handlers from an application component that does not rec-
ognize the new format and perhaps, requires data to be
translated to an older version. Reconfiguration is initiated
through engine control and verification components residing
in a separate processing context (e.g., the control host pro-
cessor attached to the IXP). The functionality provided by
these components ensures that any reconfiguration actions
(1) can be satisfied with the currently available resources
on the engine, and (2) will be consistent with any existing
inter-dependencies among handler inputs and outputs. The
specific reconfiguration actions include any combination of
the following:
• modifying the data path through the runtime, so as

to enable a handler currently deployed at the newly
included context in the overlay;

• changing the behavior of an existing handler by spec-
ifying different parameters; or

• replacing a currently active handler with a new one
(e.g., an improved implementation of the original one),
by selecting among currently deployed handlers on the
current data path, or by dynamically deploying new
handler codes on available processing contexts, and
hot-swapping existing ones.

For the IXP2400, these configuration methods have al-
ready been implemented and evaluated by our group [17,
11].

5. EVALUATION
The experiments presented in this section are conducted

using a cluster of eight Dell 530s with dual 1.7GHz Xeon pro-
cessors running Linux 2.4.18, outfitted with Radisys ENP2611
IXP2400-based boards, and interconnected via 1Gbps and
100Mbps links. We also use a cycle-accurate IXP2400 sim-
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Figure 3: Throughput levels with different rule
chains.

ulation package SDK4.0. The data streams used in experi-
ments are generated with sequences of demo-replays of busi-
ness data collected at a large company with whom we are
working. The application components executed on the clus-
ter nodes use our version of the RUDP protocol on top of
raw sockets. The same protocol is used on the IXP micro-
engines. We have evaluated the viability of executing vari-
ous application-level services on the IXP NP as opposed to
host nodes only (going directly to the host’s ethernet link,
without an IXP in the path), as well as the performance lev-
els that can be achieved, by implementing different services
with handlers that execute jointly on hosts and on their at-
tached IXP2400s.

The experimental setup uses one IXP2400 NP as a trans-
lation engine, and data is streamed to/from this engine
from/to other cluster nodes. The data streams consist of
events ranging from 350 to 1150B. The results demonstrate
the possibility of executing in-transit data translation ser-
vices on programmable network systems. They also illus-
trate current limitations of such in-network data morphing
services.

5.1 Handler Chains
The first set of results demonstrates the ability to apply

chains of consecutive data translation handlers, so as to ad-
dress progressive format evolution issues, or to address the
needs of application subsystems for different and multiple
data representations.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of applying handler
chains to data items in transit and to illustrate limitations,
we present multiple data points. The results in Table 1
compare the sustained throughput levels and the increase in
latency when applying chains of handlers to data forwarded
through an IXP-based translation engine. A chain length of
0 corresponds to the baseline case where no additional data
translation is performed in the forwarding path, and data
is transmitted immediately upon receipt. For chain lengths
greater than zero, each handler in the chain corresponds to
a dummy handler. That is, we evaluate the raw overhead
of performing the additional enqueue/dequeue and config-
uration state look-up operations at different contexts. The
results demonstrate that the effect of adding handler stages
on the attained throughput levels is negligible, primarily
due to the hardware-supported parallelism available on the

platform. The additional latencies due to added handler in-
vocation are small, on the order of 1us on the 600MHz IXP
microengines.

The detailed evaluation of the impact of handler chains
demonstrates significant performance fluctuations based on
the amounts of state manipulated by each handler and the
data flow between handlers in the chain, the latter in turn
is affected by the handlers’ orders in the chain. For in-
stance, applying a translation handler h1 that first extracts
all needed fields from a data item, followed by handler h2
that reformats these fields in the required output format,
results in significant performance improvements compared
to a second possibility – where data is first reformatted by
handler h2′, and then the content reduction is performed by
h1′.

State manipulation is a more important contributor to
chain execution costs. The bars in Figure 3 correspond to
six chains of two handlers each. The first chain corresponds
to a case with strong data reduction, similar to the one de-
scribed above – the first handler extracts needed fields, and
the second handler reformats them. The data is reduced
from the original 350-1150 bytes to 72B. The output data
flow represents 11% of the input. The layout of the data
items is such that this transformation is accomplished by
overwriting the first 72 bytes of the data with content ex-
tracted from subsequent fields, all of which are aligned on
word boundaries. The second chain corresponds to a weak
data reduction case – we extract from the original data only
the fields that contain some company-sensitive information,
in this case fields related to blocked airline seats. This re-
duces message size by 2-20%. The blocked seats fields, when
present, appear near the very end of the PBIO data repre-
sentation of the airline data, and as such can be discarded
with limited amount of data copying.

The third and fourth chain reverse the handler order com-
pared to the previous two examples. There is no reduction
in the data flow between handler stages in these two chains.
In order not to affect the computational complexity of the
handlers in the chain, the reformatting handlers in each case
simply read and write every field in the data item.

Finally, in order to asses the effects of state manipulation
only, we modify the reformatting handler in the third and
the fourth chain to discard 90 or 10% of the data items,
respectively, thereby achieving similar data flow reductions
between handler stages as in the first two handler chains.

The results demonstrate multiple facts. First, it is pos-
sible to construct and efficiently execute meaningful chains
while sustaining high throughput levels and incurring only
small latency overheads. Second, to address state concerns,
it is important to develop compiler techniques to reduce the
amount of state manipulations, including by determining
the appropriate orderings of operations in handler chains.

5.2 Merging
Our second set of experiments evaluates more complex

data morphing operations, those that require merging of
data from multiple sources to produce some desired out-
put formats. As discussed in Section 4.1.4, merging services
require that data is temporarily stored in the translation
engine, until all data components are received. The abil-
ity to efficiently perform merging operations is dependent
upon the ‘merge window’. The results in Figure 4 describe
the ability of the IXP NP to perform data merging services.
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Figure 5: Importance of in-transit data mor-
phing.

The merge operation is implemented on two microengines –
the handlers executing on the first one perform the lookups
and update the corresponding hash tables, and the handlers
executed by the second one create the new data events. The
results correspond to data merged from two, three, or four
inputs. We also compare to these results a purely host-
based implementations of the same data merging service,
where data is delivered directly to and from the host’s net-
work interfaces, and processed by the host’s version of the
same protocol code executed by the IXP’s microengines.

Our first observation is that the NP-based implementation
of the merging operation is significantly faster than the host-
based one: the IXP implementation improves performance
by more than 50%. Second, as long as the memory footprint
of the implementation can fit within available IXP memory,
performance-levels scale well with increases in merge fan-in.
There is only a 5% decrease in performance when merging
three as opposed to two streams.

Results also expose the limitations of implementing merge-
like operations on a network processor with limited memory
resources. In our implementation, performance severely de-
grades when attempting to merge four data stream. The
addition of the fourth stream stresses the limits of the avail-
able fast memory on the IXP, where hash tables associated
which each stream reside. Furthermore, handling data from
multiple streams decreases the synchrony between related
events from each of these streams (i.e., the time delay be-
tween events with the same key). Therefore, data is stored
in the IXP longer, which further decreases the engine’s ca-
pacity.

5.3 Importance of In-transit Data Translation
Finally, we also demonstrate the importance of in-transit

data translation when deployed on the communication sub-
systems at destination end-points. The results in Figure 5
represent the importance of offloading the data translation
services from application components executed on standard
host, onto their attached programmable network intercon-
nect cards. We use the IXP2400 attached to host via their
PCI interface to emulate such NICs. The results represent
the performance levels attainable for host- vs. IXP-based
execution of rule chains which translate data into the ap-
propriate format (bars marked ‘all flights’), or translate the

data, and extract information currently needed by the ap-
plication (bars marked ‘select flights’). Results demonstrate
that the in-network execution of these rule handlers results
in improved performance, primarily due to offloading of the
CPU, and removing loads from the host’s I/O and mem-
ory subsystems, but avoiding unnecessary data copying and
protocol stack traversals.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper addresses data morphing services – an impor-

tant class of services required in large scale distributed appli-
cations, by enabling their execution on programmable net-
work processors when data is ‘in-transit’ between application-
level services. For these services, we demonstrate the impor-
tance and feasibility of their network-near execution, jointly
with data forwarding and distribution services executed by
communications hardware in the distributed infrastructure.

We discuss the functionality needed to implement data
morphing services, and we describe a model of a network-
level execution environment. A prototype implementation of
a data-translation engine is evaluated with the Intel IXP2400
programmable network processors, using morphing services
that involve chains of format translation handlers or ser-
vices that merge data from multiple sources based on select
merging criteria. The results demonstrate the importance
and feasibility of enabling in-transit data morphing services,
and they outline the limitations of the approach.

Our future work will focus on further analyzing the re-
source requirements presented by dynamically reconfigurable
handler chains, and quantifying the performance levels at-
tainable under specific platform conditions, in terms of com-
putational loads, available memory, etc. In addition, we
are working towards generalizing the proposed approach of
‘in-transit’ data manipulations to enable the execution of
arbitrary middleware-level functionality, such as data cus-
tomization or consistency services found in publish-subscribe
systems. The objective is to enhance standard middleware
systems by executing select operations on the communica-
tion subsystems in the distributed overlays, thereby enabling
middleware-aware networking infrastructures.
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